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Diffusion mechanisms of a Si adatom on H-terminated Si„100… surfaces
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We present features in the adsorption and diffusion of a Si adatom on H-terminated Si~100! surfaces based
on first-principles total-energy calculations. We find that the adatom spontaneously substitutes for a H atom
upon adsorption. The resulting diffusion species on the surface is no longer a single atom and a typical
approach based on a single potential energy surface is invalid. As an alternative, we trace the diffusion
pathways of the adatom-H unit, simultaneously examining the effect of H release and capture by the adatom.
Extensive investigations on the 231 phase show that the adatom releases the H atom bonded to it and captures
another H atom as it migrates on the surface. In addition, the adatom penetrates into the surface, breaking a
surface backbond. This results in exchange between the adatom and a surface Si atom. The mechanisms of H
release and capture and of adatom exchange are also expected on other phases of the H-terminated Si~100!
surfaces.@S0163-1829~98!07943-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion is one of the basic processes on surfaces
plays important roles in epitaxial growth and that determin
morphology of resulting thin films.1 It is greatly affected by
states of surfaces, e.g., impurities, defects, adsorbates, a
on. Introduction of foreign atoms onto surfaces also modi
the diffusion of adsorbates and results in a remarka
change in the morphology and epitaxial growth. For e
ample, hydrogen adsorption on Si surfaces has been stu
extensively because of its possible application to nanos
devices and as a means of understanding interactions
tween semiconductors and simple H atoms.2–12

Many previous studies using molecular beam epitaxy
chemical vapor deposition have reported interesting feat
produced by H atoms in epitaxial growth.2–10 In H-assisted
Si homoepitaxies, Si islands become less anisotropic
shape and the island density increases compared with
case on the clean surface.5,9,10 In their recent transmission
electron microscopy study on Ge heteroepitaxy on Si s
faces, Sakai and Tastumi found that H works as a surfac
during growth, suppressing island formation of Ge on
substrate.7 Using medium-energy ion scattering, Copel a
Tromp observed that the growth behavior of Si overlayers
Si surfaces strongly depends on H coverage.8 Little is
known, however, about microscopic processes, adsorp
and diffusion processes of an adatom, which lead to chan
in the morphology and growth of the overlayers.

A typical approach to the diffusion problem of an adato
on surfaces is to map a potential energy surface~PES! as a
function of the lateral coordinates of the adatom.13–15 The
picture of diffusion is that the adatom hops among me
stable sites via transition sites on the PES. The diffus
barrier is determined by the energy difference between
minimum and transition points along each pathway. In
present case, however, we show that the Si adatom su
tutes for a H atom with no energy barrier on the H
terminated Si~100! surfaces.16 Because of the spontaneou
formation of an adatom-H unit or an adatom-H2 unit, the
diffusion species is no longer a Si adatom itself. This impl
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~19!/12958~6!/$15.00
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that a single PES is not enough to describe correct diffus
processes of the adatom.

In this paper, we propose diffusion mechanisms of a
adatom on the H-terminated Si~100! surfaces based on th
total-energy electronic-structure calculations within the lo
density approximation~LDA !. We find spontaneous subst
tutional adsorption on all the 231, 331, and 131 phases17

of the H-terminated Si~100! surfaces. On the 231 phase, a
H atom is bonded to the Si adatom in the resulting sta
geometry. We discuss the limitations of the PES in desc
ing the adatom diffusion. We also find that at the same
eral position of the adatom, the total energy depends on
number of H atoms attached to the adatom. We thus fol
the diffusion pathways of the adatom-H unit, and simul
neously examine the effects of the H release and captur
the adatom. From the extensive investigations on the 231
phase, we find that the adatom diffuses via a complica
way where the Hreleaseandcaptureby the adatom and the
exchangeof the adatom with a surface Si atom are involve
The obtained activation energies for adatom diffusion pa
lel and perpendicular to the substrate dimer rows are 0.7
1.0 eV, respectively. These values are rather comparab
those of the clean Si~100! surface, but the diffusion mecha
nisms of the two surfaces are completely different. The d
fusion mechanisms of H release and capture and adatom
change are also expected on the 131 and 331 phases since
the transition-state geometries of the Si adatom on the
phases are quite similar to those of the 231 phase. On the
131 and 331 phases, the diffusion becomes isotropic a
the calculated barriers are 2.7 and 2.2 eV, respectiv
These dramatic increases in diffusion barriers are con
quences of the stable adsorption geometries in which
adatom-H2 unit is formed.

II. CALCULATIONAL METHOD

All calculations have been performed using norm
conserving pseudopotentials,18 the LDA ~Ref. 19! for the ex-
change correlation energy, and the conjugate-gradient m
mization technique as reported elsewhere.20 The surface is
12 958 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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simulated by a repeating slab model in which 5 Si atom
layers and an 8.76 Å vacuum region are included. The b
tom of the slab has a bulklike structure with each Si at
saturated by two H atoms. On the top of the slab, wh
simulates the real surface, a H adlayer plus a Si adatom
considered. The size of the unit cell in the lateral directio
is p(A83A8)R45° for the 231 and 131 phases, andp(3
33) for the 331 phase. It is found that the 4k points in the
surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!, and the 8-Ry cutoff energy in
the plane wave basis set are necessary to obtain conve
results.16 We use a local potential for H, whiles andp non-
locality is taken into account for Si. The geometry optimiz
tion has been performed for all atoms except for the botto
most H and Si atoms. In the optimized geometries
remaining forces acting on the atoms are less than 0.
Ry/Å.

In order to check the validity of our parameters, we ha
carried out calculations for the 231 monohydride, the 1
31 canted-dihydride, and the 331 monohydride plus dihy-
dride Si~100!-H surfaces. We have used ap(631) unit cell
that can accommodate all three structures. We have chos
k points in the SBZ so that we have a similark point density
to that in thep(A83A8)R45° unit cell with 4k points. The
calculated Si-H bond lengths are all approximately 1.51
regardless of phases. The Si-Si dimer bond lengths in th
31 and 331 phases are 2.40 and 2.41 Å, respective
These structural parameters agree well with previ
results.17 We have also investigated the relative stability
each phase as a function of the H chemical potentialmH . We
have found that as the H chemical potential increases,
transitions from the 231 phase to the 331 phase and then
from the 331 phase to the 131 phase occur atmH5
20.22 eV and20.01 eV, respectively~The reference ofmH
is the chemical potential at which the formation energy
SiH4 is equal to zero!. These values are comparable to p
vious studies,20.24 and20.09 eV,17 and 20.27 and
20.01 eV.21

III. RESULTS

A. Spontaneous substitutional adsorption

Figure 1 shows the~meta!stable adsorption geometries o
the 231 monohydride surface. The structures do not ha
any symmetry either in the location of the adatom or in
adatom-H bond direction. One of the most striking featu
in these geometries is substitutional adsorption: the Si a
tom is directly bonded to a dimer atom~Si2!, while the H
atom, originally bonded to Si2, now forms a bond with t
adatom. The adatom in Fig. 1~a! has three bonds: with the H

FIG. 1. ~a! Stable,~b! metastable, and~c! saddle-point adsorp
tion geometries on the 231 monohydride phase. The position of th
adatom is~a! A, ~b! E, or ~c! B as in Fig. 3 of Ref. 16. Meshed
filled, and open circles denote a Si adatom, H atoms, and Si at
respectively.
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atom, Si2, and a subsurface Si atom with bond lengths
1.54, 2.25, and 2.59 Å, respectively. The Si1-Si2 dimer bo
length~2.40 Å! is not affected by the presence of the adato
Of interest is that the subsurface Si atom bonded to the
adatom is fivefold coordinated. This is a manifestation
floating bonds originally postulated in amorphous Si.22 In
Fig. 1~b!, the adatom also has three coordinations with the
and the two Si dimer atoms~Si1 and Si2!. The corresponding
bond lengths are 1.55, 2.70, and 2.34 Å, respectively. T
Si1-Si2 dimer bond length is 2.39 Å. In this way, the numb
of dangling bonds is reduced as much as possible in both~a!
and~b!, and the structures are thus stabilized. The adsorp
energies of~a! and ~b! are 3.2 and 3.15 eV, respectively.23

This similarity in energetics is understandable by count
the number of dangling bonds, although their structures
completely different.

The substitutional adsorption takes place without any
ergy barrier.16 The spontaneous substitution provides an i
portant clue to the surfactant effect of H atoms.7 It is essen-
tial that a surfactant atom terminate the growth front dur
epitaxy, to lower the surface free energy, and to change
diffusion behaviors.14 In the present system, the reasons
the spontaneous substitutional adsorption are the s
atomic radius of H atoms and the strong covalency of gro
IV atoms. We therefore expect that substitutional adsorpt
of the adatom also occurs in heteroepitaxy of Ge
Si~100!-H. In that case the crystal growth front is alway
terminated by H. We are not aware of direct experimen
evidence of this interesting phenomenon yet, but it has b
reported that H atoms easily segregate to the surface i
homoepitaxy.8

B. Potential energy surface for the 231 phase

The ~spontaneous! substitutional adsorption takes plac
on many sites. It is shown well on the PES of the 231
monohydride surface~Fig. 3 in Ref. 16!. At most sites, the
adatom is bonded to asinglehydrogen atom. At a site that i
equidistant from two dimer atoms~the left panel of Fig. 3 in
Ref. 16!, however, the adatom has bonds withtwo H atoms
that were originally attached to Si1 and Si2~Fig. 1!. After
all, the total energy surface is composed of three parts
each of which the adatom is bonded with none, one, and
H atoms, respectively. This feature makes it complex to
ply the PES directly to the diffusion problem.

The PES of Fig. 3 in Ref. 16 nevertheless provides i
portant information on diffusion of the Si adatom on the
31 monohydride Si~100! surface. The energy surface ma
lead to a diffusion pathway parallel to the substrate dim
rows alongA1B0A1C1A1 . . . passing through saddle poin
B0, and a pathway perpendicular to the rows alo
A1D0A1E1A1 . . . passing through saddle pointD0. ~Here-
after, we use these notations to designate adatom geome
The superscript of the adatom site is the number of H ato
bonded to the adatom.! In both pathways, geometries whe
the adatom has no H (B0 and D0) become saddle points
This means that H release and capture~by the adatom! is
involved during adatom diffusion. This aspect will be di
cussed in depth in the next subsection.

Furthermore, multistability characteristics are encou
tered for the PES: At the same lateral coordinates of

s,
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12 960 PRB 58SUKMIN JEONG AND ATSUSHI OSHIYAMA
adatom, the total energy varies depending on the numbe
H atoms attached to the adatom. When the adatom is loc
around siteB, for example, total energies are 0.7 eV, 0.2 e
and20.7 eV, forB0, B1, andB2, respectively. For a com
plete understanding of adatom diffusion, all energy surfa
of the three species, which are connected through releas
capture of H atoms, are required.24

C. Diffusion along the dimer rows

We now consider the diffusion of the adatom along t
dimer rows. Instead of investigating all the PESs~which may
exceed the current computational resources!, diffusion path-
ways of theadatom-Hunit are traced from siteA along the
dimer rows, and at the same time, H release from the di
sion species is thoroughly investigated for several ada
positions. It is reasonable to takeA1 as the starting poin
since it is the lowest-energy geometry that can be reac
upon adsorption without any energy barrier. Based on
approach, it has been found that the following four-sta
process is a highly favorable diffusion pathway~Fig. 2!: ~1!
migration of the adatom-H unit and release of the H atom
a dimer atom~Si2! @~a! and ~b!#, ~2! penetration of the ada
tom into the surface@~b! and ~c!#, ~3! exchange between th
adatom and a surface Si atom~Si4! @~c! and ~d!#, and ~4!
migration of a new adatom@~d! and ~e!#.

(1) Release of a H atom: Figure 3~a! shows the energetic
of H release from the adatom. The curves are energy va
tions as a function of thex coordinate of the H atom (xH)
bonded either to the Si adatom or to the Si dimer atom@see
the inset of Fig. 3~b! for the xy coordinates#. Different
curves correspond to differentx positions of the adatom
(xSi). Each curve has been obtained from a series of c
strained minimization calculations wherexSi is fixed and
then the minimization is repeated for severalxH in order to
obtain the activation energy for H release. When the ada
is located atA ~corresponding toxSi50.96 Å!, H release is of

FIG. 2. Diffusion pathway of an adatom along the dimer row
~a! and ~e! are equivalent to Fig. 1~a!, and ~d! is to Fig. 1~b!.
Meshed, filled, and open circles denote a Si adatom, H atoms,
Si atoms, respectively. The arrow in each figure indicates the di
tion of adatom@or a dimer atom in~d!# migration toward the next
stage. The value shown above each structure is its total energ
eV with respect to the monohydride geometry at siteA.
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course unfavorable@triangular symbols in Fig. 3~a!#. In fact,
it is impossible to get a stableA0 geometry. As the adatom
migrates in thex direction, i.e.,xSi increases, the total energ
increases since the adatom-Si2 bond weakens, and sinc
two H atoms~bonded to the adatom and Si4! repel each
other. It can be seen that the energy barrier for H rele
depends on the adatom position; it decreases gradually
increase inxSi . At xSi52.40 Å, the adatom-H bond is at las
broken spontaneously~open circles!. It is evident from Fig.
3~a! that the process in which the adatom migrates with a
atom to thexSi52.08 Å position~open-square curve! fol-
lowed by H release at the position is energetically favorab

(2) Penetration of the adatom: The structure after H re-
lease is depicted in Fig. 2~b!.25 Of note is that the Si4-Si5
backbond is nearly broken~the distance is 3.19 Å!.26 As the
adatom moves further in thex direction, the total energy
decreases monotonically until the adatom arrives at sitC
@Fig. 2~c!#. One of its interesting features is that the adato
penetrates into the surface, pushing the dimer atom~Si4!
outward~Si4 is 0.51 Å higher than the adatom!. The energy
of ~c! is lower than that of~a! by 0.1 eV. The structure is
stable since the adatom has three bonds: with a Si di
atom ~Si4!, and two subsurface atoms~Si5 and Si6! ~the
corresponding bond lengths are 2.24, 2.36, and 2.64 Å,
spectively!. Note that geometry~c! cannot be reached
through direct adsorption.

.

nd
c-

in

FIG. 3. ~a! Total energy variation as a function of thex coordi-
nate of the H atom bonded to the adatom (xH). Each curve corre-
sponds to a differentx position of the Si adatom~open triangles:
0.96 Å, filled squares: 1.92 Å, open squares: 2.08 Å, filled circl
2.24, and open circles: 2.40 Å!. Refer to the inset in~b! for the
arrangement of the coordinates. ForxSi50.96(1.92) Å, the adatom
is located aroundA(B). ~b! Total energy variation as a function o
the y coordinate of the adatom. Letters a, b, c, and d in squ
brackets correspond to the geometries~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d! in Fig. 2.
Solid curves in all plots are to guide the eye.
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(3) Exchange of the adatom: The adatom does not con
tinue its forward migration since the energy cost is very hi
Instead it turns to they direction @arrow in Fig. 2~c!#. The
energy change during this process is shown in Fig. 3~b!. This
has been calculated by optimizing all coordinates except
y coordinates of the adatom and the dimer atom Si3. T
activation energy for the exchange process is only 0.3 eV
is expected that the energy cost of the process in Figs. 2~c!–
2~d! is small since it does not induce significant changes
bonding configuration. The resulting structure in Fig. 2~d! is
the same asE1 in Fig. 1~b! except for exchange between th
adatom and a dimer atom.

(4) Migration of the new adatom: The final step is that the
new adatom Si4 overcomes the 0.5-eV barrier fromE to A.
During this step, the adatom moves with a H atom. This
completes the adatom diffusion cycle.

The rate-determining process among the above f
stages is H release, with an energy barrier of 0.7 eV@be-
tween Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. We thus regard this value as th
adatom diffusion barrier parallel to the dimer rows (Qi) on
the monohydride Si~100! surface.

D. Diffusion perpendicular to the dimer rows

We expect a similar mechanism for adatom diffusion p
pendicular to the dimer rows. A series of structures that
pear during adatom diffusion is shown in Fig. 4: by symm
try, geometries~a!, ~b!, and ~e! are equivalent and ar
depicted byA1; geometries~c! and ~d! are also equivalen
(E1). We find that H release and capture are involved in
processes between~a! and~b!, and between~c! and~d!. As in
the previous subsection, the total energy has been calcu
as a function ofy coordinates of the Si adatom and the
atom bonded to the adatom. First, as is clear from Fig. 4,
microscopic processes between~b! and ~c! and between~d!
and ~e! are identical to the process between~d! and ~e! in
Fig. 2. In this case, the rate-determining process is the
gration from~a! to ~b!, accompanied by H release and ca

FIG. 4. Diffusion pathway of an adatom perpendicular to t
dimer rows. The arrow in each figure indicates the direction
adatom migration toward the next stage. Meshed, filled, and o
circles denote a Si adatom, H atoms, and Si atoms, respective
.
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ture. The energy cost is calculated to be 1.0 eV, which is
activation energy for adatom diffusion perpendicular to t
dimer rows (Q').

The obtained barriers for adatom diffusion (Qi50.7 and
Q'51.0 eV! are quite similar to those on the clean Si~100!
surface (Qi50.6 andQ'51.0 eV!,13,27 but the present dif-
fusion processes contain rich features that sharply con
the clean surface case, where the adatom diffuses followi
single PES.13

E. Diffusion on the 131 and 331 phases

Spontaneous substitutional adsorption takes place on
the 131 canted dihydride phase and the 331 monohydride
plus dihydride phase. The stablest geometries are displa
in Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!. The adsorption energy of the 131
phase is 5.3 eV, much larger than the value of the 231
phase~3.2 eV!. This stability comes from the saturation o
the adatom dangling bonds and the bulklike configurat
around the adatom. The Si1-adatom-Si2 and H-adatom
bond angles are 108.0° and 109.2°, respectively. These
close to the value in bulk Si, 109.5°. It is worth noting th
the present adsorption energy is nearly equal to the cohe
energy of bulk Si. Figure 5~b! shows one of the saddle-poin
geometries on the PES of the 131 surface, which is 2.7 eV
higher than that of the stablest geometry. No H atom is
tached to the adatom in this geometry. We thus expect tha
release and capture are involved in adatom diffusion. T
Si2-Si3 and Si4-Si3 backbond strengths become subs
tially weak ~bond length: 2.82 Å for both cases!. Exchange
of the diffusion species is also possible since the adatom
easily penetrate into the surface through the weak ba
bonds. Although complicated microscopic processes are
volved, such as H release and capture and exchange bet
the adatom and other surface atoms, it is likely that the
ergy cost for each process is at most 1 eV, from the com
tations on the 231 phase. The value 1 eV is much small

f
n

.

FIG. 5. ~a! Stable and~b! saddle-point geometries of a Si ad
tom on the 131 canted dihydride phase. Meshed, filled, and op
circles denote a Si adatom, H atoms, and Si atoms, respective

FIG. 6. ~a! Stable and~b! saddle-point geometries of a Si ad
tom on the 331 monohydride plus dihydride phase. Meshed, fille
and open circles denote a Si adatom, H atoms, and Si atoms
spectively.
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than the simple total-energy difference between the ge
etries Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. We thus provisionally conclude
that the diffusion barrier is close to the energy difference
eV. For the other principal direction for adatom diffusion, w
again obtain a 2.7-eV barrier. This isotropic diffusion is d
to a common geometric feature~i.e., two dangling bonds! in
the two saddle-point geometries.

For the 331 phase, the adsorption energy of the stab
geometry@Fig. 6~a!# is calculated to be 4.8 eV, smaller tha
that of the 131 phase. This results from the strain arou
the adatom and neighboring Si atoms. The Si1-adatom
and H-adatom-H bond angles are 112.7° and 109.1°, res
tively. One of the saddle-point geometries shown in Fig. 6~b!
has a 2.2 eV higher energy than the stablest geometry.
regard the 2.2-eV energy difference as the diffusion barr
This is smaller than on the 131 phase, but still much large
than on the monohydride phase. By the same reasonin
may be expected that adatom diffusion includes H rele
and capture, and adatom exchange. Again the diffusio
isotropic. The implication for the dramatic increases in d
fusion barriers for high H coverage has been discusse
Ref. 16.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Exchange process in diffusion

From the present calculations, it is clear that the occ
rence of the adatom exchange is ascribed to the saturatio
surface dangling bonds by H atoms. In the saddle-point
ometries, the overcoordination of surface Si atoms due to
presence of the adatom results in weakening of surface b
bonds. The backbond lengths increase significantly aro
the adatom: 22, 20, and 21% longer than the bulk value
the 231, 131, and 331 phases@refer to Figs. 1~c!, 5~b!,
and 6~b!#. It is thus likely that the adatom can easily pe
etrate into the surface through these regions. Another rol
H atoms is that they stabilize the adatom-penetrated ge
etry as seen in Fig. 2~c!. On the clean surface, however, th
configuration Fig. 1~c! is the stablest while the configuratio
Fig. 2~c! is unstable since two additional dangling bonds~of
Si2 and Si4! are produced in the latter case.

Unlike metal systems,28–32discussion of the exchange di
fusion mechanisms in semiconductor systems has been
ited so far. A decade ago, Pandey proposed the exch
mechanism for the self-diffusion in bulk Si based on h
first-principles calculations.33 Roland and Gilmer observe
exchange events between an adatom and a surface Si
using a classical molecular dynamics~MD! simulation.15 A
recent MD study using a similar method reported adat
penetration into the H-terminated Si~100!231 and 131
surfaces.34 But these MD studies discussed neither the
tailed ~exchange or penetration! processes nor the activatio
energy. On the other hand, we know of no experimental d
published for the exchange processes on semiconductor
faces. When Ge, electronically similar to Si, is deposited
hydrogenated Si surfaces, the diffusion mechanisms
posed here will still be operative, and many mixed dimers
Si and Ge atoms will be produced as a result@refer to Figs.
2~d! and 2~e!#. From the surface energy context, such mix
-
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dimers are energetically unfavorable. They are observed
Ge deposition on clean Si~100! surfaces, however.35,36 It is
inferred from the present results that the H atom on Si s
faces enhances the exchange processes in diffusion and
motes the generation of mixed dimers in Ge deposition.

B. Dynamic aspects of diffusion on the 231 phase

Finally, we consider the effect of dihydride geometry o
adatom diffusion on the 231 phase. We have found tha
when the adatom is located at siteB and above the center o
a dimer axis, stable adatom-H2 units are formed. Both tha
have similar total energies are stabler thanA1 by 0.7 eV.
When the adatom is trapped on the geometry, the barrier
become at least 1.4 and 1.7 eV for diffusion parallel a
perpendicular to the dimer rows, respectively.37 This means
that the adatom-H2 unit is nearly immobile compared to th
adatom-H unit.

In contrast to the 131 and 331 phases, formation of an
adatom-H2 unit requires an activation energy. Although th
adatom will eventually favor the dihydride structure in equ
librium, it is necessary to consider dynamic features fo
complete understanding of adatom diffusion, because the
fusion coefficient is composed of a temperature-independ
prefactor and an Arrhenius part. Whichever channel the a
tom chooses, the diffusion mechanisms of H release and
ture, and adatom exchange are expected to work.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have presented LDA calculations prov
ing a detailed picture of adsorption and diffusion of a
adatom on hydrogenated Si~100! surfaces. We have found
that the adatom spontaneously substitutes for the H at
and that the typical potential energy surface does not ac
rately reflect the adatom diffusion in the present systems
to the spontaneous substitutional adsorption. Based on
alternative approach, in which the diffusion pathways of t
adatom-H unit are traced, we have proposed diffus
mechanisms of the adatom on the 231 monohydride sur-
face: i.e., H release and capture, and adatom exchange
have argued that similar mechanisms are also applied to
131 and 331 phases from consideration of transition-sta
geometries. The calculated diffusion barriers for both pha
increase significantly compared to the 231 phase, due to the
stable adatom dihydride geometries. The calculated res
offer a firm theoretical framework for understanding micr
scopic mechanisms of epitaxial growth on Si~100!-H.
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